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GRADE 8

Aligned to Common Core Standards

Language Conventions Lesson #24
Mechanics Lesson
“Today we are studying how to use commas to set off parenthetical or contrasting information.
Remember that parenthetical information adds non-essential information to comment on the
preceding noun, while contrasting information provides opposing or different ideas than the
preceding noun. Now let’s read the mechanics lesson, mark the key points of the text, and write
down the examples on your lesson.”
Place commas following parenthetical words that provide transitions or contrasts at the
beginning of a sentence. Examples: Additionally, the students cleaned the classroom. However,
they did not vacuum the carpet. Place commas before and after parenthetical expressions used in
the middle of a sentence or before a parenthetical expression used at the end of a sentence.
Example: The dinosaurs, we think, died out due to climate change.
“Now read the guided practice sentence on your lesson. Apply the mechanics rules to write the
sentence correctly. [Allow time.] ‘Can anyone share how the rule was applied correctly in the
sentence? What needed revision? Revise your answer if you made any mistakes. [Correct the
sentence on the display].’”
Mechanics Guided Practice Answers: The Golden Gate Bridge, which spans the entrance to
the San Francisco Bay, is painted year-round. Some argue that it looks orange, not gold.

Grammar and Usage Lesson
“Today we are studying indefinite pronouns. Remember that a pronoun takes the place of a
noun. Now let’s read the grammar and usage lesson, highlight the key points of the text, and
study the examples.”
An indefinite pronoun does not refer to a specific noun. Indefinite pronouns ending in “_body”
or “_one” are singular. Examples: Anybody is welcome. Everyone works hard.
These indefinite pronouns are plural: both, few, many, and several.
Indefinite pronouns that express quantity or measurement may be singular or plural depending
upon the surrounding word clues. Examples: all, any, half, more, most, none, other, and some
“Now read the guided practice sentence on your lesson. Apply the grammar and usage lesson to
write the sentence correctly. [Allow time.] ‘Can anyone share what you have written? Revise
your answer if you made any mistakes. [Correct the sentence on the display].’”
Grammar and Usage Guided Practice Answers: Everybody is ready; many support their
cause. Any of this candy is tasty, and all of these deserts are good.
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Language Conventions Lesson #24
Sentence Diagram Lesson and Corrections
“Now read the directions for the sentence diagram on your lesson. ‘Indefinite pronouns can serve
as subjects and objects in sentences. Complete the sentence diagram: “Anyone can be successful,
but few become kind.”’” [Allow time.]

Anyone can make money
but
few earn fortunes
“Compare your diagram to that on the display and revise any errors.”

Mentor Text Lesson
“This mentor text, written by Benjamin Franklin (one of our nation’s founders), uses indefinite
pronouns to generalize his thought. Let’s read it carefully: ‘All would live long, but none would
be old.’ Which exceptional writing features can you identify?”

Writing Application Lesson
“Now let’s apply what we’ve learned to respond to this quote and compose a sentence with an
indefinite pronoun on the writing application section of your lesson. [Allow time. Ask a few
students to share and then write one exemplary sentence on the display].’”

Dictations and Corrections
“Apply the mechanics lesson to write these sentences correctly: ‘That last piece of pie is yours,
not mine. The vanilla ice cream, which is in the freezer, goes perfectly with the pie.’”
“Apply the grammar and usage lesson to revise this Sentence Dictation: ‘Both seems available,
but few want to choose more than one.’”
“Now compare your sentences to the dictations on the display and revise any errors.”
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Language Conventions Lesson #24
Mechanics
Place commas following parenthetical words that provide
transitions or contrasts at the beginning of a sentence.
Examples: Additionally, the students cleaned the classroom.
However, they did not vacuum the carpet. Place commas before
and after parenthetical expressions used in the middle of a
sentence or before a parenthetical expression used at the end of a
sentence.
Example: The dinosaurs, we think, died out due to climate
change.
Guided Practice: The Golden Gate Bridge, which spans the
entrance to the San Francisco Bay is painted year-round. Some
argue that it looks orange, not gold.
Grammar and Usage
An indefinite pronoun does not refer to a specific noun.
Indefinite pronouns ending in “_body,” such as anybody, or
“_one,” such as anyone, are singular.
Examples: Anybody is welcome. Everyone works hard.
These indefinite pronouns are plural: both, few, many, and
several.
Indefinite pronouns that express quantity or measurement may
be singular or plural depending upon the surrounding word
clues.
Examples: all, any, half, more, most, none, other, and some
Guided Practice: Everybody are ready; many supports their cause.
Any of this candy are tasty, and all of this desserts are good.
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Language Conventions Lesson #24
Sentence Diagram Answers
Anyone can make money
but
few earn fortunes
Mentor Text
“All would live long, but none would be old.”
Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790)
Writing Application Lesson
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Mechanics Dictation
That last piece of pie is yours, not mine. The vanilla ice cream,
which is in the freezer, goes perfectly with the pie.
Grammar and Usage Dictation
Both seem available, but few want to choose more than one.
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Language Conventions Lesson #24
Mechanics
Place commas following parenthetical words that provide transitions or contrasts at the
beginning of a sentence.
Examples: Additionally, the students cleaned the classroom. However, they did not vacuum the
carpet. Place commas before and after parenthetical expressions used in the middle of a sentence
or before a parenthetical expression used at the end of a sentence.
Example: The dinosaurs, we think, died out due to climate change.
Guided Practice: The Golden Gate Bridge, which spans the entrance to the San Francisco Bay
is painted year-round. Some argue that it looks orange, not gold.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Grammar and Usage
An indefinite pronoun does not refer to a specific noun. Indefinite pronouns ending in “_body”
or “_one” are singular.
Examples: Anybody is welcome. Everyone works hard.
These indefinite pronouns are plural: both, few, many, and several.
Indefinite pronouns that express quantity or measurement may be singular or plural depending
upon the surrounding word clues.
Examples: all, any, half, more, most, none, other, and some
Guided Practice: Everybody are ready; many supports their cause. Any of this candy are tasty,
and all of this desserts are good.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Language Conventions Lesson #24
Sentence Diagram
Indefinite pronouns can serve as subjects and objects in sentences. Complete the sentence
diagram: “Anyone can make money, but few earn fortunes.”

Anyone can make money
but
few earn fortunes

Writing Application
Apply what you have learned to respond to this quote.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Mechanics Dictation
Apply the mechanics rules to write the sentence dictation.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Grammar and Usage Dictation
Apply the grammar and usage lesson to write the sentence dictation.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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She goes by the name,
Ann Smith. Seemingly,
a kind and nerdy
online grammar
teacher, our agency
has unmasked her
real identity as an
enemy secret agent.

Our secretary has ordered the
agency to learn the true identity
of Ms. Smith. Your mission, should
you choose to accept it, is to
infiltrate her online grammar
class as a student and pressure
her to turn to our side and
become a double agent.

CLICK TO PLAY

Look for secret key clues
throughout her grammar lesson to
discover Ann Smith's identity and
her mission, and report your
results to the Secretary via coded
messages.
As always, should you be
identified, the Secretary will
disavow any knowledge of your
actions.
This message will self-destruct in
5 seconds.

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Mechanics
Latin abbreviations are set off from the rest of the sentence by commas or parentheses.
▪ etc. (et cetera), which means and so on.
Example: He likes them all: cake, cookies, etc.
▪ et al. (et alii), which means and others.
Example: The six researchers (Jones, et al.)
▪ e.g. (exempli gratia), which means for example.
Example: I love ice cream, e.g., vanilla (e.g., vanilla)
▪ i.e. (id est), which means that is. When using the i.e., think in other words to explain or define, not to signal examples.
Example: He is goofy, i.e., silly (i.e., silly).
Guided Practice: I eat lots of green vegetables, i.e., kale, beans, and peas. I also exercise, drink plenty of water, etc.

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage
A proper noun is the name of a person, place, or thing. It can act or be acted upon and is capitalized. A proper noun can be a single word or
a group of words and can be abbreviated or hyphenated.
Examples: Pedro, Mrs. Chang, P.S., Stratford-upon-Avon
A common noun is an idea, person, place, or thing. It can act or be acted upon and is capitalized only at the start of a sentence.
Examples: liberty, human, capital, desk.
Some common nouns are collective nouns and refer to a group of people, animals, or things.
Examples: class, group
Guided Practice: At the Pike auditorium, our school was honored for its service with the Pan-Lee award.

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage

IDENTIFY THE PROPER NOUNS IN EACH LINE, AND DRAG THE BARS
INTO THE SECRET FILE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

SECRET RECORDING...
PLAY THE SONG AND FINISH THE
LINE:
A proper noun is capitalized and
gives a name to a person, place, or

CLICK TO PLAY

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage

IDENTIFY THE COMMON NOUNS IN EACH LINE, AND DRAG THE BARS
INTO THE SECRET FILE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

SECRET RECORDING...
PLAY THE SONG AND FINISH THE
LINE:
A common noun can have an
before an idea, person, place, or
thing.

CLICK TO PLAY

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage

IDENTIFY THE COMMON NOUNS IN EACH LINE, AND DRAG THE BARS
INTO THE SECRET FILE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

Common nouns are general while proper nouns name
something specific.

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage

TYPE THESE COMMON NOUNS IN THE BAGS TO MATCH THEIR
ARTICLES: avocado, petunia, history, mustard, ostrich,
ladder, earth, heir, pepper

a

an

the

DRAG THE RECTANGLES INTO THE SECRET FILE TO
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS. THE ORDER OF THE COMMON
NOUNS DOES NOT MATTER.

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1
Grammar and Usage
DIRECTIONS: Drag and
drop each of these
common nouns
onto the screen where
they belong. Delete
the rectangles to
check your answers.

ANSWERS

LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #1

Writing Application

Sentence Diagram

Apply what you have learned to respond to this quote.

Proper nouns and common nouns can serve as subjects
or objects. A subject is placed to the left of the main
vertical line, and an object is placed to the right of the
predicate in sentence diagrams. Add these words to the
sentence diagram: “Obama” and “soldiers.”

Mechanics Dictation
Apply the mechanics rules to write the sentence dictation.

Grammar and Usage Dictation
Apply what you have learned to respond to this quote.

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Test: Lessons 37−40
Matching Directions: Place the capital letter(s) that best matches to the left of the number.
____1. Books, newspapers, magazines

A. had been arriving early

____2. Misplaced modifier

B. A confusing word or phrase between words

____3. Mona Lisa

C. Underlined or italicized

____4. Dangling modifier

D. To run a 10K, good shoes help a woman’s feet.

____5. “My Country ‘Tis of Thee”

E. I ate one scoop just of the ice cream.

____6. Squinting modifier

AB. Song

____7. I read “Boy Bands” in Tiger Beat

AC. Work of art

____8. Verb phrase

AD. Magazine article

Sentence Application Directions: Answer in complete sentences.
9. Write a sentence including the title of a website. ____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
10. Revise this sentence: I sell often chocolates to that old lady nice. ______________________
______________________________________________________________________________
11. Write a sentence including the title of a television show. _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
12. Revise this sentence: Having seen Mt. Everest, Mt. Fuji was not as impressive. ___________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
13. Write a sentence including the title of a poem. _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
14. Revise this sentence: We decided at our first meeting to stop taking notes. _______________
______________________________________________________________________________
15. Write a sentence including the title of a Blog article. ________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
16. Write a sentence with a verb phrase. _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Test: Lessons 41−44
Matching Directions: Place the capital letter(s) that best matches to the left of the number.
____1. Quotation marks

A. She celebrates National Peas And Carrots Day.

____2. Verb tense

B. An object that can’t be picked up from a table.

____3. Articles

C. “a,” “an,” “the”

____4. Progressive verb tense

D. “to” + the base form of a verb

____5. Preposition capitalization error

E. “have” + “__d,” “__ed,” or “__en”

____6. Perfect verb tense

AB. I read “Playing Through the Course” twice.

____7. Conjunction capitalization error

AC. Past, present, and future

____8. Infinitive

AD. An ongoing action

Sentence Application Directions: Answer in complete sentences.
9. Write a sentence including the title of a document. __________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
10. Write a sentence that changes verb tense. _________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
11. Revise this sentence: The Prince of Monaco visited the President of The United States.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
12. Revise this sentence into the future progressive tense: We tried to watch the show. ________
______________________________________________________________________________
13. Revise this sentence: I met the Lieutenant Governor Of New York. ____________________
______________________________________________________________________________
14. Write a sentence including the present perfect verb tense. ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
15. Write a sentence including a holiday. ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
16. Write a sentence with continuous infinitive. _______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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